CAPTAIN JOHN DAVIS RETURNS TO ENGLAND    [2OTH JUNE
very strangely himself, gave straight charge that those who went
on shore should take weapons with them All the f 01 enoon they
laboured in quietness, but when it was ten o'clock, the heat
being now extreme, they came to a rock near the woods' side
(for all this country was nothing but thick woods) and there they
boiled some cazavi roots and dined After dinner some slept,
some washed themselves in the sea, all being stripped to their
shirts, and no man keeping a watch Suddenly as they were
thus sleeping and sporting, having gotten themselves into a
corner out of sight of the ship, there came a multitude of Indians
and Portugals upon them, and slew them sleeping, only two
escaped, one very sorely hurt, one unharmed, who ran to the
ship
With all speed the boat was manned and landed to succour the
men, but they found them all slam, and laid naked in a rank,
with their faces upward and a cross set by them Moreover,
they saw in the river two very great pinnaces full of men So
the next day, choosing rather to fall into the hands of the Lord
than into the hands of men, they cast off in great distress,
having only eight tuns of water in bad casks
And now as they came near to the sun the dried penqums
began to corrupt and there bred in them a most loathsome and
ugly worm of an inch long, which so mightily increased and
devoured the victuals that there was in reason no hope of avoid-
ing famine, for there was nothing they did not devour, only
iron, cloths, boots, shoes, hats, shirts, stockings, and for the ship
they did so eat the timbers that there was great fear lest they
should gnaw through her side In this woeful case after passing
the equinoctial toward the north, the men began to fall sick of a
monstrous disease so that their ankles and whole bodies began to
swell, and some to grow raging mad, and perished thus in most
loathsome and furious pain, so that all but sixteen died, and of
these but five were able to move, and upon them only stood the
labour of the ship.
Thus as lost wanderers upon the sea, it pleased God that they
arrived at Bearhaven in Ireland the nth of June, and there ran
the ship on shore, where the Captain left the master and three or
four of the company, and within five days after he and certain
others passed in an English fishing boat to Padstow in Cornwall.
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